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								That is Unisub, an “Under the Sea” diving center

								We want to open the new blog of Unisub with a video prepared by all of us where our diving center and our professional team are presented in a fun way. We also show you how to enjoy an underwater activities day in the Medes Islands with Unisub. It was... 
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								RUB school sports - diving in a beautiful nature reserve in Europe

									Post published by Ruhr-Universität Bochum	 	Spain - L´Estartit - Costa Brava is certainly synonymous of a holiday in the southern Europe, but not only that, but also many people is under water in the oldest nature reserve in the Mediterranean in... 
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								These are our dives of season's end

								These days when we go diving to the Medes Islands we have the pleasure to watch sunsets like this. 

This sunset closes the dive season in Unisub.
We wait for you in 2012.	These days when we go diving to the Medes Islands we have the pleasure to... 
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								Unisub and the French Federation of underwater sports and studies, a structure of international trade

									From today on Unisub is recognized by the French Federation. Unisub is a club that belongs to the French Federation. The sport competitions and events of the French clubs organized under the leadership of the French Federation may have the Unisub... 
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								We zijn verhuisd! Gaat U mee?

								Unisub heeft momenteel 7 pagina's in facebook in verschillende talen: UnisubCatalaans, UnisubSpaans , Unisub Frankrijk, Unisub Engels, Unisub Nederland, UnisubItalië,en Deutschland Unisub waar ze het nieuws , interesse en ervaring delen van de... 
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								We make you a gift on your first dive of the season

								The Unisub Facebook page is offering a discount coupon for only LIKE IT. With this coupon you could try out the best scuba diving in the Medes Islands 10% off during April. 
A good dive in the Medes Islands is a good start of spring, don’t you... 
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								Do you want to find Easter Eggs at the Medes Islands?

								Unisub and Swimmers, then new underwater geocaching, are preparing a new game for you: the Easter egg hunt at the Medes Islands. It will be held on April 7 at 11 am at the Unisub diving center (Paseo Maritimo 10, Estartit).	More than 30 ceramic Easter... 
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								Diving and finding Easter Eggs at the Medes Islands was a success!

								The Easter Eggs hunt with Swimmers at the Medes Islands was a success!
A team of 8 divers found more than 30 eggs in the marine reserve the Medes islands.

But a picture is worth a thousand words.

Have a look!The Easter Eggs hunt... 
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								Enjoy a dive in Summer

								The Unisub Facebook page is offering a discount coupon for only LIKE IT. With this coupon you could try out the best scuba diving in the Medes Islands 10% off during July and August.
A good dive in the Medes Islands is a good start of summer, don’t... 
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								What is an eco responsible diving?

								From today, Unisub belongs to the Longitude 181 Nature to promote the responsible diving and the seabed.From today, Unisub belongs to the Longitude 181 Nature to promote the responsible diving and the seabed.You will expect to find all the treasures... 
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								Friendly diving [VIDEO]

								Like any activity that takes place in a natural environment, diving impacts on the environment. Reducing it is everyone's responsibility.It is important to reduce attacks on the marine environment we produce when we beat the living, we hang on to them... 
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								Fijne feestdagen!
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								Doopduik of Duikcursus

								Je hebt nog nooit gedoken ?
Neem een doopduik bij ons deze zomer !
Neem een doopduik in een dag of doe de duikcursus in 4 dagen	Je hebt nog nooit gedoken ?	Neem een doopduik bij ons deze zomer !	Neem een doopduik in een dag of doe de duikcursus in 4... 
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        	Platja, 8
            E-17258 l'Estartit (Girona)
            Costa Brava - Espanya
            Tel. +34 972 75 17 68

            info@unisub.es
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